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Executive Summary
The Squad Application allows people who play sports on a casual basis with friends and
acquaintances to more easily organise matches amongst themselves through one
convenient application. The app is designed to work on all modern Android devices and
will be developed using the most up to date and innovative Android based technologies
Firebase Server side management, Firebase Realtime Database, Firebase Authentication
Management and Cloud Functions.

The project has been developed to demonstrate how a sports complex encouraging
users to use this application can make the whole process of organising a match easier
for the players. The application will provide the option for players to add users to their
team, create regular matches, nominate regular players. The application will allow the
administrator of a group to easily visually see if a user has accepted an invitation or not,
with confirmed players highlighted in green on their list. Synchronicity of data is key to
the functionality of Squad. When a player is added to an Admin’s player list this data will
synch over to that user’s home page. Prompting the user to accept or decline the
invitation. Once the invitation is accepted or declined this data synchs back to the player
list on the Admin users device.

Businesses are always looking to take advantage of new convenient technology
especially one that may separate them from the crowd. I believe the Squad app will
provide a solution to a problem for regular users of a Five a side pitch/ facilities for
Football and other sports. Managers and administration staff of sports complexes will
seize the opportunity to push this application out to its users once it has been
developed.

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The idea for this application came to me when I noticed a common problem when trying
to organise five a side football matches with friends. Every day thousands of people
across the country have pitches booked to play on a regular or once off basis. They have
their players ready and looking forward to a game with friends but at the last minute
somebody drops out because they have to work late or some other reason. This can
lead to a logistical problem for the person who is organising the game, people are
depending on him/ her to ensure the numbers are there for the weekly match. Emails
and texts are sent out to try and find a replacement but the they are busy with their
own life and don’t have the time to find a new player.
This problem is nobody’s fault but can cause a lot hassle if you are the one organising
the match. A simple fact is that life events get in the way and people will drop out on a
very regular basis.
Squad aims to provide a solution to this problem, making it easier to find replacements
when the inevitable happens and taking some of the micromanagement out of the
equation. The application will prompt users with an invite and allow for the admin to
easily add replacements onto the roster.
With the number of people playing Five a side football and other sports amongst friends
on a casual basis there is great opportunity for an organization application such as
Squad to become very popular. There are some applications that offer some of the
features but none offer the whole package. Some attempts to solve the problem of
players dropping out from sporting events have been attempted such as the
‘LateCallUp’ Twitter page, but this is quite labour intensive from the user’s perspective
and not personalized to the users group of friends meaning that there may be unwanted
players joining the group. While this may suit some people, most groups playing five a
side, tag rugby etc. want to exclusively play amongst their friends, work colleagues etc.

These solutions do not offer the ease of use for players and gyms/ sports complexes
with all the features that Squad offers.
The plan for this application in the future would be to approach local sports complexes
and encourage them and their users to adopt Squad as a system for their members to
take advantage of. This would be attractive to them for the ease of use and it would set
them apart from the other gyms and sporting complexes in the eyes of the player.

1.2 Aims
The main objective for this project are to provide an easy to use mobile and web
application to end users that eases the organization process of sports events amongst
friends.
The application will be a mobile first application and will aim to solve a common
problem when trying to organise team based sporting events and will be mainly focused
in the domain of Five a side football as a starting point. The reason for this being that
five a side footballs huge popularity it makes for a logical starting point for the
application’s user base.
Users will sign up to the application in order to make the organization of matches easier
amongst friends and team members. The application aims to mainly be a time saver for
people involved in paying these matches and to remove a unnecessary needed level of
communication when organising games. At the moment there is far too much back and
forth between the organisers of a game and the participants whereas Squad will remove
this and users will be able to easily see all the information needed. Admins will see a list
of players, who has confirmed and who has not and players who have been invited to
participate will see the details of the match and who has invited them, time and date
etc. allowing them to make a decision on whether they can play or not. This
functionality extends to the fact that users will be able rescind invitations removing

them from the player list and users will be at any time able to update their status as to
whether they are playing or not.
Although initially focused on five a side football the application can be used to organise
any number of events e.g. Tag rugby, Badminton etc. Basically any sporting events
between friends where you need to meet up and play but sometimes there
The application will provide a secure login and sign up, utilizing sign in features through
social media and interaction with social media through the Google platform as well as
allowing for secure login with the usual email and password functionality.
Consistent information being displayed on all user’s devices is a priority, and the data
will need to be consistently available and quick read and writes will be needed for this.

1.3 Technologies
The application will be a native Android application and will work on most smartphones
based on the Android platform. It will be built using Android Studio and Java with XML
for the front end, utilizing the latest Android technologies and practices with the
Firebase suite in the back end.
Firebase Cloud Messaging will be utilized to handle the push notifications being sent out
to the users. NodeJS will be used to handle the server side functionality of these push
notifications using Firebase Cloud Functions. The regular backend will be expanded up
on with Firebase Realtime database and Authentication used to manage multiple user’s
information vital to the app like login details and which team they are grouped in with
as well as their credentials on the database. Using this technology means the app will be
able to handle multiple users, and groups in a modern dynamic fashion and allow for the
transfer of information and data to be processed more efficiently while maintaining
information will be consistent amongst all users.

2 System
In this section I will outline the stages that were needed in order to build the Squad
application. The requirements process will be explained below with descriptions on
system architecture and the other required components that make up the system as a
whole. Testing and the Graphical user Interface will be shown and elaborated on to give
an idea of how the system looks and the lengths that were taken to test the systems
robustness. I will outline how I utilised the Android Studio, Java and Firebase to fully
realise the application.

2.1 Requirements
The requirements for my application have not been altered much from my original
Requirements Document, the only change being that it is now being built in Android.
All requirements for this application should be verifiable to the requirements specified
in this document. When the project is close to completion the application will be tested
by a group of testers to evaluate whether the system is simple to use, free of errors,
passes all the requirements listed in this document and accessible to the applications
potential user base.
Following the system being demonstrated to the system testers a realistic test scenario
of attempting to organise a match using the application will go ahead to demonstrate
the application is capable of being used for this purpose free of errors. Once these tests
have been made it will have demonstrated that it can be adopted by a sports facility or
five a side pitch to be distributed to its members as a means to organise and book
matches.

2.1.1 Functional requirements
Functional requirements give an indication of what is needed from the system
and what goals it should achieve for the user specifically. Below I will outline
these goals and expectations through use case diagrams and explanations.

2.1.2 Use Case Diagram
Below is a Use Case diagram of the entire system once the application has been loaded.

Figure 1 – Use Case Diagram of system

2.1.3 Requirement 1: Edit Players/ Add Players
2.1.3.1 Description & Priority
This use case occurs after the user has logged themselves in and they have chosen the
‘Edit Players option from the main menu. This is the most critical element to the
application as without it the rest of the functionality would not be available to the user.

2.1.3.2 Use Case
Edit Players
Scope
The scope of this use case is to allow the user to add themselves and invite other
users to a match.
Description
This use case describes the creation of a team within the application
Flow Description
Precondition
The system is launched and is running, the user has navigated to the Edit Players
section.
Activation
This use case starts when a user selects ‘Edit Players from the menu.
Main flow
Main flow
1. The system identifies the button has been pressed and generates
the manage page for that user.
2. The User is presented with a form to complete with details for the
squad.
3. The user selects players from the contact search picker which brings
up the user’s contact list
4. The user selects a contact to add
5. The system adds the name and number to a text view below
6. The user confirms this is the user to add and selects the add button
7. The system validates the form selection and it is added to the
database with a unique identifier linked to this user
8. Squad details are sent to the database and users are added
Alternate flow
A1 : Unable to validate squad selection
1. The system recognises that the squad selection is invalid for following
reasons. Not a valid contact, blank contact

2. The system notifies the user of the problem and asks to check input and re
submit or abandon changes
3. The use case continues at position 4 of the main flow
Termination
The system shows the user the updated list
Post condition
The system goes into a wait state

2.1.4 Requirement 2: Player drops out
2.1.4.1 Description & Priority
This use case describes the process a nominated player goes through when they need to
take themselves off of the player list for the next upcoming game. This is a critical use
case as it demonstrates the main functionality of the application.
2.1.4.2 Use Case
Player drop out
Scope
The scope of this use case is to allow a player to drop out of the player list for the
next upcoming match.
Description
The user should be able to remove themselves from the player list for the next
upcoming match and the system should asynchronously update all data correctly
Flow Description
Precondition
The system has launched and the user is presented with a menu screen.
Activation

This use case starts when a User marked as a Player starts the application and the
system checks they have been added to a match. The Display Match fragment
appears prompting the user to confirm their attendance
Main flow
1. The system identifies the User has been added as a player on another
user’s player list
2. The Player confirms they want to remove themselves from the player list
for this match by changing the switch option and pressing update response
button
3. The system removes this player from the list and updates the
asynchronously across all devices
Alternate flow
A1 : All Subs decline invitation
1. The Sub declines the invitation by pressing decline button
2. The System marks this sub as declined across all devices
3. System awaits these inputs to be selected.

Termination
The system brings user back to the menu page.

Post condition
System notes time has gone passed scheduled game time and sets next game as
next scheduled game. System enters wait state.

2.1.5 Requirement 4: Match Management
2.1.5.1 Description & Priority
This use case describes the process the user marked as ‘Admin goes through to manage
a details for their squad. Updating times or day details. This is a high priority use case as
the user should be able to edit these options after creation.

2.1.5.2 Use Case
Team management
Scope
The scope of this use case is to allow a user marked as admin to manage their
Squad of players
Description
This use case describes the process the user goes through when managing details
of a Squad
Flow Description
Precondition
The system has launched and the user is at the My Match Details menu.
Activation
This use case starts when an Admin user selects the My Match Details option
Main flow
1. The system identifies the ‘button has been pressed by the user and then
displays the details for this match to the user
2. The User sees the details and edits them as needed (including day of
match, etc.). The user presses enter
3. The system recognises the okay button has been pressed and displays a
confirmation screen with details entered, system prompts user to okay if
details are correct. (See A1: Input details are not okay)
4. These details are synched to all added players on match
5. The system recognises the okay button has been selected and sends the
data with linked to the user’s Squad to the database as well as the Matches
section of the application.
Termination
The system redirects the user to the main menu page.

Post condition

The system goes into a wait state

2.1.6 Requirement 6: Register account
2.1.6.1 Description & Priority
This use case describes the process the user goes through in order to register an account
on the application. This requirement is of high priority as you will need an account in
order to use the application.
2.1.6.2 Use Case
Register account
Scope
The scope of this use case is to allow a user to register an account
Description
This use case describes the user inputting their details into the system to register
an account.
Actors
User
Flow Description
Precondition
The system has launched and the user is presented with a start-up main menu.
Activation
This use case starts when a User presses the Register button
Main flow

1. The system identifies the Register button has been selected and generates
a new account menu.
2. The User is given the option to register via e-mail or via social media
accounts (Twitter, Facebook) and selects e-mail.(See A1: User selects to
register via social media)
3. The system generates the register new account page.
4. The user fills in the required fields such as username, email and password.
5. The user submits these details they have entered (See E1: Incorrect details
entered)
6. The system validates the details and sends the registered account to the
database.
7. The system redirects the user to the main menu
Alternate flow
A1 : User selects to register via social media
1. The User selects to register via social media
2. The system generates the option to register with Twitter or Facebook
3. The user selects their preferred social media
4. The system sends a request via API to the social media provider and
validates the users account
5. The use case continues at position 5 of the main flow
Exceptional flow
E1 : Incorrect details entered
1. The user enters incorrect details such as an email address that already
exists
2. The system validates the inputted data but cannot finish the process.
3. The system refreshes the display and highlights the errors to the user
4. User corrects the errors and submits
Termination
The system confirms the user is registered and redirects them to the main menu.

Post condition
The system goes into a wait state

2.1.7 Data requirements
The data requirements for Squad application will be outlined in this section. The
application relies on interaction with the Firebase Realtime Database. Which will host
the application’s database and sore user and system data.





Data: The data in the application will be structured in a NoSQL JSON format as
this is that Firebase backend is most easily managed with. The structure will be
broken down into users, players, groups, and matches.
Data storage: The application must allow a user to add other users to their team,
book a time and date for the match on the database, this will be stored in a
NoSQL JSON structure much like the core structure of the application on
Firebase.
Data Security: Firebase implements a flexible and effective security solution that
developers can take advantage of to ensure there are no unauthorized users and
data maintains a high level of integrity. It is proven to be a highly secure solution
and resistant to malicious attacks.

2.1.8 User requirements
The user will be required to be able to make use of the following in order to use the
application:


Android Phone: The user will need an Android phone to use and access the
application



Internet Access: The user will need to connect to internet either through a
3G/4G connection or Wi-Fi in order to make full use of the application.

2.1.9 Environmental requirements
For me to develop this application I will have to ensure that I have certain pieces of
Software and Hardware to hand in order to complete the task such as an up to date
laptop that is suitable for Android Development


Laptop: An up to date laptop with sufficient memory and RAM



Android Phone: To ensure the application is working correctly I will need to test
it on an Android Phone



Android Studio: To code and develop the app

2.1.10 Usability requirements

2.2 Non-Functional Requirements
2.2.1 Performance/Response time requirement
The system will be required to show a quick response performance/ response time and
the user should not feel like there is a delay to their actions. The application will need
access to the internet either via wireless connection or mobile data and this there
should not be a delay in accessing the data required. The application should be launched
immediately when the user selects it from the phones menu. The welcome message
should be displayed for a maximum of 5 seconds while the application loads the system
in the background and it should take no longer than 10 seconds for the application to
start up from when it is launched.
The application will be built with a server taking care of the back end data, there will be
stress testing performed in the final stages of development to ascertain the upper limit
of users on the app at the same time and other speed/ capacity tests. Automated
testing will also be used to stress and push the system to its limits. These methods will
allow for some conclusions to be drawn and how best to adapt the server with high
amounts of traffic.

2.2.2 Availability requirement
The main question that will arise when it comes to availability will be down to the
server’s functionality and internet connection from the client side.
In order to reduce any potential server down time regular updates will need to be
applied to the server and performance stress testing. The updates should be applied at
low usage times for the application so as to avoid downtime for customers. Server
optimization may need to be applied in order to get the best from the servers.

If the internet is unavailable from the client’s device a popup message will displayed to
them warning them that an active internet connection is needed to synch the
application.
When the internet is not available Firebase caches data writes via data time stamp that
first writes to the users local storage and as soon as internet access is granted again the
write takes place with the correct information and in the write order as the time stamp
ensures consistency of all data.

2.2.3 Recovery requirement
The application will need to be tested against eventualities such as hardware faults and
crashes, as well as connectivity faults. The application should be able to recover from
hardware and software failures. Nearing the end of the development lifecycle testing
will be carried out to determine how well the system can recover from such failures. The
following tests will be carried out:
Start application and while starting up, restart the phone. Open the application and
ensure that data integrity is maintained.
Submit or make changes to data to the database and while still running shut down
connectivity, data integrity should be maintained.

2.2.4 Security requirement
As users will be logging in with their personal information it is imperative that security is
made a priority. The passwords will be hashed and authenticated using recognised and
trusted third party resources to ensure that security is not compromised. The social
media login feature should also provide another level of security for users, as the social
media logins are proven to have a high level of security. Database integrity will be
maintained and monitored using current best practices.
Firebase security rules are highly customisable and robust and I have developed with
best practices in mind for the Squad application, using the recommended guidelines.

2.2.5 Reliability requirement
Application standards in terms of reliability are of a very high standard in the modern
marketplace, as a result any application that is developed must be reliable and
dependable or users may become frustrated and will not use the app. Towards the end
of the development lifecycle testing will be done to ensure that the application’s code is
reliable and does not crash or fail during any actions. The application will be optimised
for a reliable user experience and in the event of an unlikely error it will be handled by
the system, informing the user and redirecting them to the main page.

2.2.6 Maintainability requirement
The system will be coded using modern modular practices in order to ensure
maintainability.

2.2.7 Portability requirement
The application will be for Android devices, aimed primarily at Android smart phones
and should work on the majority of Android phones on the market. Some very old
models (5 years plus) may have difficulty but it is not expected that many users will be
using these older models as we are specifically targeting the 20 -35 demographic.

2.2.8 Extendibility requirement
With a potential for a high amount of users concurrently the system will need to be able
to handle a large volume of users. Due to the nature of the application there may not be
a large volume of data being used as for most users the app will only be used with a
couple of interactions. Regardless automated testing and real world testers will be used
to load the server side with requests. The servers will need to be extendible to deal with
a potential growing user base

2.3 Design and Architecture
This section outlines the components and sub systems that will be used in building the
application.

The system will use a Firebase server back end and database storing the data in the
cloud. One advantage to this is that the Firebase API will provide security and the ability
to sync data in real time allowing for very fast data reads and writes with all data
maintaining consistency and accurate reads available just one second after a data write
has taken place.
Firebase Realtime maintains all the data in cloud storage on Firebase servers, this data is
accessed by registered clients and verified. The data is then read by the users phone as
JSON file. Firebase listeners provide a means that when they are set up in the code the
listener is automatically awaiting any changes on the database removing the need (as in
SQL databases) to send a read request to the server, server responds, then server sends
information. Firebase simply allows for the data to be asynchronously read by the client
as soon as there is a changed made to the data on the server.

The Firebase backend suite is part of the Firebase Cloud Platform and is easily integrated
into the Android ecosystem and are natural choices no matter the size of the app.

Figure 2 – Firebase Architecture

Source: (Cloud.google.com, 2017)

Figure 3 - Class Diagram

2.4 Implementation
2.4.1 Outline
In this section I will outline and describe how the project was developed, the main
pieces of functionality will be described and the code will be presented and
explained throughout.
The majority of the work for my project was done using Android Studio, the
programming language used in Android development is a derivative of Java and
all the Android APIs are called primarily using Java. All the functions, data
structures and classes needed for the app to run were developed in Android
Studio as well as the front end GUI.
For my backend I used Firebase Realtime Database as my database for the
project. Firebase uses a NoSQL database which allows for very fast reads and
writes to the database. It is an emerging technology and this was among the
reasons I was attracted to using it for my project. It also allows for huge amounts
of scalability and is proven to be up to the task in real world with major
companies such as SkyScanner and Shazam relying on it for its backend
technology.
Firebase database automatically synchs the data between devices as soon as
changes are made, and users see these changes instantly and if there is no
internet connection changes are stored locally until a connection is made,
maintain consistency with time stamped push ids. For a real world example, you
only need to look at SkyScanner where flight data is constantly changing (prices,
times etc.) to see that there are major benefits to this type of database.
I used Firebase for my User Authentication as it integrates very well with the
Realtime Database.

The same is true for the last piece of the puzzle for Squad, push notifications are
needed to notify Users of various events triggered in the app. For this
functionality I used Firebase Cloud Functions to handle the triggers and Firebase
Push Notifications to send the notifications. In order to take advantage of the
Cloud triggers I had to implement a Firebase Cloud Server using NodeJS.
Below I will go in to more detail on the above.

2.4.2 Project set up and configuration
When setting up my project I had to consider a couple of factors, such as the
minimum version of Android required to run on a user’s phone. I chose SDK 21
as it runs on most Android devices but still has a lot of the most modern features
in the current version 25. As I am using Firebase for many features I had to set
up a Firebase account so I could use the Firebase console to manage my
database and authentication etc.

2.4.3 Authentication and Database set up
For authentication as mentioned above I implemented the Firebase
Authentication flow, the user is able to sign up/ sign in using either their standard
e-mail address or use the Google authentication which automatically registers the
user with their Gmail account.

Figure 4 – Firebase console available at https://console.firebase.google.com/

Once I set up a Firebase account I enabled the Database and Authentication
functionality as these are the two main areas I needed for the back end of my
Application. Going back to Android Studio I then ensured I had the correct
dependencies in my manifest file and gradle build files. I had to be careful here
as each version of Firebase correlates to a specific version of Android and you
need to input dependencies for each piece of functionality you are using for
Firebase e.g. database, authentication etc.

Figure 5 - Firebase dependencies in build.gradle

Figure 6 - Firebase dependencies must be set in each activity

For Authentication I opened up my MainActivity.java file as this is the first Activity
to be activated once the application starts and where the authentication process
would start up. What the authentication process is essentially doing is providing
once screen and set of actions to a user if they are logged in to the app (Main
page and normal functionality) and another to a user who is not logged in
(Register/ Sign in page).

Figure 7 - Standard login and Authentication process as per Firebase documentation

As we can see in this code these two cases are looked after, the app checks to
see if it is a logged in user and if so, starts the regular app flow if not it starts the
sign in flow for the user. Providing the user with the option to login with standard
email login or use the Google social media auto login.
We can also see there is a call to a method ‘writeNewUser’, this was developed
as while Firebase keeps record of the users it is done so completely separate
from the database and these values cannot be accessed beyond the sign in flow.
A large part of Squad is about User management and Group management so I
needed to write the user details separately to the database.

Figure 8 –MainActivity.java - writeNewUser()

The above method does a couple of things, first takes in the values for the User
and of that User does not exist on the database it adds an entry for them. It also
searches by phone number in the Players node of the database to see if this user
has input their phone number yet. This is needed as in order to consolidate the
Players and Users database I had to make it searchable by phone number. With
Firebase it is not possible to get the Users phone number details which is needed
in order to search to see if that user is a Player in another Users’ Squad. Without
this check it would not be possible for users to be notified about matches they
may have been added to by other Users.

Figure 9 - MainActivity.java – userHasPhoneNumber()

If the outcome of this method is that the User has not yet entered a phone
number in the database they will be prompted with a Fragment to enter their
phone number on the main page. Once entered the user will not see this again.
The last part of the sign in flow is to allow the user to sign out, this sign out
functionality tears down the main app flow scaffold and brings the user back to
the Sign in flow.
There is also an option on the sign in page for users that have forgotten their
password which will notify them via email of their password.

2.4.4 Input Phone Fragment
In order to consolidate the data between the Players and Users nodes in the
database we need a common way of referencing both. As Players are added
from the contact picker on a user’s phone we will have their phone number which
can be used as a reference. We cannot retrieve phone number details from the
standard Firebase API so a check has been implemented that checks to see if a

user’s phone number exists on the database when they login. If the phone
number does not exist the InputPhoneNumFragment is called and prompts the
user to enter in their phone details.

Figure 10 - MainActivity - check to see if user has input their phone number - Fragment
transaction code ref - (Stack Overflow, 2017)
The phone fragment is called and covers the users main screen asking for them
to input their phone number. Once the user inputs the number it is saved in the
database, and a check takes place to see if the user’s phone number exists in
the groups node. If so the match details are copied to the user’s node in the
database to allow for consistent reads and writes to the database across all
users.

2.4.5 Display Match Fragment
When the user logs in another check is done to see if that user has been added
to any matches. If the user has been added as a player by another user then the

details of this match appear on their home screen inviting the user to confirm
their attendance. The invitation gives all the match details including who the
admin of the group is, what time it is at and what day it is on. The code used is
similar to the check used in Figure 10.
The user enters in their response and this asynchronously updates the
administrator’s players list as well as in the user’s own database node ensuring
consistency across the application. The user once confirmed updates to a green
colour on the admin players list once they have confirmed their attendance.

2.4.6 Data Model
The Models used for the project necessitated that Java Classes be implemented
for each, I needed one for the User, Group, Player, and Match. Below I will
outline the relevant parts of these.
These classes told the object the data types needed for each object and provided
a means to access them with Getter and Setter methods. These were called
anytime an object was written or read from the database e.g. when a new User is
written to the database.
The Match and the Player Classes were a little more complex as they require
HashMaps to store data in lists and to allow for them to be updated dynamically.

Figure 11 - HashMap in Match.java

2.4.7 Database Structure
As I am using a NoSQL database the structure needs to be different to a regular
relational database. In parts some duplications is needed to ensure quicker reads
and writes and as per Firebase documentation a flattened data structure is
preferable. This is because the database is essentially a large JSON file, and I
have limited the amount of nodes that need to be read in order to access the
requested node. To facilitate this some de-normalization of my data has taken
place with as mentioned above duplications.

Figure 12 - Group structure, showing match and members details

Here we can see a group node with the id, match details and the members of this
group.

Figure 13 - Players node with details

In the above we can see some duplication, this means that in order to check what
group this user is a part of we do not need to go as deep in the tree structure of
the JSON file instead of groups/group id/ members and the searching we can
simply go to player’s/ user id to see what group the player is associated with thus
ensure faster access times.

2.4.8 Create match
Here is where a logged in user creates and edits the match that they are an
admin of, each user can be an admin of one match only. The admin sets the
time, day, player numbers, weekly, even teams for the match here. Once saved
the details are updated in the database for that Group that the user is assigned
to.

Figure 14 - Methods save and read data for developed for each input

These details are written to the database and if a Player a part of this is found in
the Users node the data is copied to that users node in the database.

Figure 15 - Group copied to Users node

2.4.9 Add players
This Activity allows logged in users to add players to a match that they are an
admin of, this match is in full control of the admin user and they can add / remove
users at any time.
The Player class and PlayerAdapter are used to add Players, the app then
checks to see if this Player is a User of Squad and if they are updates this Users

home page with the details of the match and the option to opt in or out of playing.
This is indicated in the database by the ‘playing’ field and updates the Admin on
which players have currently confirmed they are playing or not. All players added
are by default ‘playing’ unless they opt out.
When adding a player, the user is presented with a screen to select a contact
from their phone, this was a challenging piece of the app to achieve and proved
very difficult. I had to get permissions to access the SQL database on the phone
and look through a user’s phone contact list. From here a user selects a Contact
to add, it is displayed in a TextView with name and number and the user presses
add. This then writes the Player and number to a TextView so the user can
confirm the details are correct and then writes the data to both the Players node,
and the Groups members node and also calls the function to search by phone
number to see if a player exists in the user’s node of the database. If they do the
group details are then copied to this user’s list and presented on his home
screen.

Figure 16 – EditPlayersActivity.java Methods for Contact Picker - adapted from Code Ref (Android SearchView Tutorial 2017)

Figure 17 - EditPlayersActivity.java - on click listener to call method to write new player

Figure 18 – EditPlayersActivity.java - Write player to players and groups node

Figure 19 – EditPlayersActivity.java - search by phone number to see if player is an
existing user called from the writeNewUser method. Code modified from Ref – (Stack
Overflow 2017)

The above method covers a lot of scenarios, and checks by phone number to
see if the player added is a registered user on the app, it also checks to make
sure that if the player is a registered user if they have been added to another
users Squad. As mentioned earlier each user can be an administrator of one
Squad and can be a member of only one other Squad. If the player is found to be
a member of another users squad a message is displayed letting the user know.
If the player is not a member of a Squad or is a member of the inviting users
Squad already then the below method (moveFirebaseRecord()) is called.

Figure 20 – EditPlayersActivity.java - If Player's phone number search is found in User
node, this method copies match data to that User . Code modified from Ref – [GitHub Gist
2017)

The above method is used to ensure that there is consistency between Players
and Users. Keeping this data consistent was a priority as the data displayed on
one users phone needed to be consistent with what was displaying on another
user. Consolidating the players and the user’s nodes on the database proved to
be a major challenge in keeping consistency and many checks such as the
above had to be taken to ensure read and write consistency.
Once users have been added the recommended approach from the Firebase
documentation is used to read the data and populate the list view.

Figure 21 – EditPlayersActivity.java - onChildAdded listens on the appropriate node on the
database for changes and populates the list view accordingly.

Figure 22 - PlayerAdapter.java - modified from Code Ref (Firebase UI 2017)

The PlayerAdapter is a custom adapter that has been modified to show the text
on the list item. It checks what the status of that player is at the time and marks it
a different colour if the player has confirmed that they are playing. Squad uses an
opt in strategy, when players are added to a group they are set as not confirmed
on that group and thus show as red to the admin. Once they have confirmed they
are playing the list will update to reflect this on the admins screen. This way the
admin can keep a visual check on how many players have been invited and how

many have confirmed their attendance. Players can change their status at any
time through the app and the change will be reflected on the Admins screen.

With the above code users can add player’s data consistently on all devices
reading and writing from the database, below I will outline how deletions are
handled. As with adding player data consistency is key with deletions and there
are a number of checks that take place to ensure read and write consistency for
all Squad users throughout.

Figure 23 - EditPlayersActivity - Long click listener allows data to be removed, modified
from code ref – (Stack Overflow 2017)

Figure 24 - EditPlayersActivity - Adapter, ArrayList to store Player data in and ArrayList to
store the key of the item clicked to facilitate deletion

The above code listens for a long click on the list view and using the keys
ArrayList identifies the item that has been selected for deletion and this is passed
through the event listener in to delete the data from the database. A check takes
places searching by phone number to ensure that the match details data is
asynchronously deleted from the deleted player’s main screen so that it matches
the data in the admins list view. The same method from figure 19 that searches
for users via phone number has been adapted to facilitate this search.

2.4.10 Push Notifications
In order to take advantage of the push notifications when a user is added to a
match I used Firebase Cloud Functions to listen to events on the Realtime
database. I added this functionality using NodeJS and using NPM I installed the
Firebase functions suite, tis allowed me to listen to events on the database. Once
the trigger for a user being added, the cloud function fire a welcome email to that
user. Notifications are also used in this same manner. When a new player is
added to the database a push notification is sent to that user notifying them of
the details of that match.

2.5 Testing

An integral part of developing any software application is the testing phase. It is a
much vital stage that cannot be overlooked before releasing an application.
Some of the main reasons and benefits for the testing phase are:

1. To evaluate that the system can do what it is supposed to
a. It is very important that the system is evaluated to prove that it
achieves the task that has been set out to achieve.
2. Find defects early
a. It has been proven that the later an error is caught the higher the
time and money cost to fix it.

b.
Figure 25 - Relative Costs to Fix Software Defects (Source: (Isixsigma.com,
2017)
/)

3. Ensure that users cannot harm system integrity
a. Users should not be able to gain system admin access to the
database or compromise the system in any way
4. Ensure that the system works for many users not just one
5. Find out how reliable the system is.
6. Ensure that the application provides a good user experience

2.5.1 Black Box Testing
Black Box Testing is a method of testing that takes a look at the functionality of
the application from a user’s perspective. Without analysing code, the tester is
given a Scenario and follows the steps needed to achieve the goal in the
scenario. The expected result is outlined and the actual result is taken note of
and based on the outcome we can mark it as a pass or fail.

Black Box Test # 1
Test Name:

Sign up new user with e-mail

Test Purpose:

To ensure that user can successfully sign up to the
application with a normal e-mail address

Test System:
Steps:

Expected Result:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1. Start the application
2. User login screen should appear if no user logged
in
3. Select sign in with e-mail
4. Enter e-mail address, name and password
5. Press enter
User should have access to the application and be
prompted with the first time user welcome message to
enter in their phone number.

Actual Result:

As above - User successfully created and logged in.

Black Box Test # 2
Test Name:

Sign up new user with Social media button for Google
account

Test Purpose:

To ensure that a new user can successfully sign up for
the application using their saved social media Google
credentials

Test System:

Android HTC One M8 Phone

Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pre-requisite: user must have Google account and
be signed into it on the device
Start the application
User login screen should appear if no user logged
in
Select sign in with Google
Choose the account to associate with Squad

Expected Result:

User should be automatically signed in and brought to the
main page where the user should have access to the
application and be prompted with the first time user
welcome message to enter in their phone number.

Actual Result:

As above - User successfully created and logged in

Black Box Test # 3
Test Name:

Log in with e-mail

Test Purpose:

To ensure that a user who has signed up can use those
credentials to sign in

Test System:
Steps:

Expected Result:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start application
Select sign in with e-mail
Enter e-mail address
App should recognise that you are a registered
user and prompt you to enter your password.
5. Enter your password and press enter
User should have access to the application and be
prompted with the first time user welcome message to
enter in their phone number.

Actual Result:

As above - User successfully logged in.

Black Box Test # 4
Test Name:

Login with social media Google account credentials

Test Purpose:

To ensure that a user who has registered via the Google
sign up flow can use this account to sign in

Test System:

Android HTC One M8 Phone

Steps:

Expected Result:

1. Start application
2. Select the Google sign in button
3. Choose the account to associate with Squad
User should be automatically signed in and brought to the
main page where the user should have access to the
application and be prompted with the first time user
welcome message to enter in their phone number.

Actual Result:

As above - User successfully logged in.

Black Box Test # 5
Test Name:

New user login enter phone prompt

Test Purpose:

To ensure that a newly registered user with no phone
details entered is prompted to enter their phone details on
login, and to ensure that this user will not be asked for
these details again.

Test System:
Steps:

Expected Result:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1. Log in as a newly created user with no phone
number record saved to their account.
2. User should be prompted with message to enter
their phone number details and save.
3. Enter a phone number and save
The prompt message should disappear and a Toast
message should appear for 5 seconds letting the user
know their details have been saved. The users phone
record should be saved against their profile.

Actual Result:

Black Box Test # 6

As above

Test Name:

Create a new match

Test Purpose:

To ensure that a user can create a new match and that
this user alone is the administrator of this match.

Test System:
Steps:

Expected Result:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Login
Select ‘My Match Details’
Input selected details
Save Details
Log out and log back in, return to the match screen
to ensure details have been saved
6. Check database that the match details have been
saved correctly to this users node and they are
admin
Input details should be saved, Toast message should
briefly pop up letting the user know that the save was
successful

Actual Result:

As above, match saved

Black Box Test # 7
Test Name:

Add Player(s) to match

Test Purpose:

To ensure that a user can add players from their contacts
to the group for their match.

Test System:
Steps:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1. Navigate to Edit Players section (ensure that a
match has been created by this user)
2. Press the Plus button with no details entered
3. Application should tell user to enter a valid contact
4. Select the magnifying glass icon, this should bring
up the user’s keyboard
5. Type the first letter of a name, this should bring up
the user’s contacts list
6. Select a user with no phone number saved

7. Application should tell user to choose a valid
contact with phone number
8. Select a user with a valid phone number and name
9. Selected contact details should appear in text view
below
10. Use the plus button to add this user to the list
Expected Result:

As well as above points, user should be shown a Toast
message confirming the player was added. The player
should be added to the List View with a White
background to indicate they have not confirmed they will
be playing yet. Validate the counter is working correctly.

Actual Result:

As above all validated

Black Box Test # 8
Test Name:

Remove player(s) from match

Test Purpose:

To ensure that a user can remove players at any time
from their players list.

Test System:
Steps:

Expected Result:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1. Navigate to Edit Players screen
2. Use long click to remove player from the list pf
players
Player should be removed from the list and in the list in
the database. A Toast message should appear to the
user confirming the deletion has been successful. The
player count should decrement by one.

Actual Result:

As above all validated

Black Box Test # 9
Test Name:

Check invitation has synched to added players account

Test Purpose:

To ensure that when user A adds user B to their match
list that the information is synched and an invitation
appears on User B’s screen.

Test System:
Steps:

Expected Result:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Login as User A
Note match time and day
Navigate to Edit players
Add User B to your Group
Login as User B

Once logged in as User B there should be an invitation
from User A containing the match details(who is the invite
from, day, time) and a switch to confirm if User B is
playing.

Actual Result:

As above, all validated

Black Box Test # 10
Test Name:

Invitation positive response check

Test Purpose:

Following from Test #9 , to ensure that when User B
updates their response on the app the data synchs
correctly to User A’s players list.

Test System:
Steps:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1. Login as User B
2. As User A has added User B to their list, there
should be an invite on the homepage. Update the
status of this and press update to a positive
response.
3. Sign out as User B
4. Log in as User A
5. Go to Edit Players
6. Observe the players list

Expected Result:

User B on players list should now be showing as green
on User A’s list

Actual Result:

As above, validated

Black Box Test # 11
Test Name:

Invitation negative response check

Test Purpose:

Following from Test #10 , to ensure that when User B
updates their response on the app the data synchs
correctly to User A’s players list.

Test System:
Steps:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1. Login as User B
2. As User A has added User B to their list, there
should be an invite on the homepage. Update the
status of this and press update to a negative
response.
3. Sign out as User B
4. Log in as User A
5. Go to Edit Players
Observe the players list

Expected Result:

User B on players list should now be showing as white on
User A’s list

Actual Result:

As above, validated

Black Box Test # 12
Test Name:

Sign in forgot password flow

Test Purpose:

To ensure that if a user forgets their password they can
get a reset email sent to their email address

Test System:

Android HTC One M8 Phone

Steps:

Expected Result:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Start the application
Enter email for registered user
Select forgot password
Follow flow and send e-mail to reset password
Check email and verify

User should receive an email sent to the registered email
address that allows them to reset and choose a new
password once they click the link in the e-mail

Actual Result:

As above, verified.

Black Box Test # 13
Test Name:

Check sign out

Test Purpose:

To ensure that users once signed in can sign out of the
app

Test System:
Steps:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1. Login
2. Sign out on each page option is available
3. Observe results

Expected Result:

User should be able to sign out with no system issues.

Actual Result:

As above, verified

Black Box Test # 14
Test Name:

Update match details data synch

Test Purpose:

To ensure that when User A updates the details of the
match (time, day etc.), these details are synched to User
B (assuming User B has been added to User A’s list of
players)

Test System:

Android HTC One M8 Phone

Steps:

Expected Result:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Log in as User A
Ensure User B is on the players list
Navigate to Match Details
Update time and day, press save
Log in as User B
Observe details on invite details

Details on User B’s invite should be concurrent with
details from User A’s match details

Actual Result:

As above, verified

Black Box Test # 15
Test Name:

Update players list data synch

Test Purpose:

To ensure that when there is a deletion of player made to
User A’s player list that the data synchs to User B(player
being removed)

Test System:
Steps:

Expected Result:

Android HTC One M8 Phone
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Login as User A
Navigate to player list and delete User B
Log out
Log in as User B
Observe main screen

Invite with User A’s match details should no longer
appear on User B’s home screen as User B has been
removed from User A’s list

Actual Result:

As Above, verified

2.5.2 User Acceptance Testing

To provide User Acceptance Testing I approached a group of people who regular
play five a side and approached them about using the application to arrange their
next match. They were all Android users and agreed to take part, I provided them
with a build version of the APK and they installed the app on their phone. Their
next game was in 2 days’ time. One of the users was assigned as the admin of
the group and he went about arranging the match through the application. I
monitored the UAT process and was available for any issues, I also used
Firebase Analysis services to monitor any crashes that may have occurred
throughout. I asked if the users could come back to me after their match and
report their findings. Based on their reports User acceptance was derived using
the below question sheer with the following criteria:
REF https://www.tutorialspoint.com/software_testing_dictionary/use_acceptance_testi
ng.htm


Functional Correctness and Completeness
o Does every action behave in an expected manner?
o Users reported that all actions performed in an expected manner
with no major faults to report. One user reported accepting an invite
and this not updating correctly on the admins player list but was
correct after next login. As this seems to have been a one off no
action to be taken but I will be keeping an eye out for any further
instances.



Data Integrity
o Is data stored correctly?
o Other than the above temporary instance all data for the match was
saved correctly. Users data synched correctly with no other issues
reported.



Usability
o Was the app easy to use and provide a pleasant user experience?
o All users reported that the app provided an intuitive experience with
little to no guidance required as to how to use the app. The flow
between screens worked correctly at all times and the menu
systems provided clear and concise instructions where needed.
Where there were no instructions users intuitively knew from using
other technologies the expected behaviours required.



Performance
o How did the app perform? System crashes? Timeouts?

o
Figure 26 - User graph from Squad Firebase analytics during UAT

o Users reported that the application performed well and they were
successfully able to manage people dropping out from the game
and invite replacements to play. All data synched correctly and
users reported that the application saved a lot of time wasting with
messages etc. There were 2 issues with the application crashing
when users log out immediately after logging in. This appears to
have been to do with a null pointer exception issue with one of the
Toast Messages which has now been handled. User reported that
app performed correctly once they logged back in. All users
reported that the user interface provided a clear and concise user
experience


Timeliness
o Was every action executed in a timely fashion?
o Users reported that all actions executed with no slow response
times, and that every action responded in under 1 second. Only
issue being the above mentioned crash which has now been fixed.

In summary the test group were able to successfully manage and arrange a Five
a side football match using the application with little to no issues springing up in
this early build. The general consensus from all users was that this was a useful
app and they would be interested in using it going forward to arrange their Five a
side matches. Points raised by the users were that even all of the test group were
Android users there could be a scenario where a user could be an iPhone user

and would not be able to user the app. This scenario will be handled in future
releases.

2.6 Graphical User Interface (GUI)
2.6.1 Register
When the user starts the application it will automatically
log the user in if they have logged in previously. Otherwise
it will redirect the user to the register page where they are
prompted to register a new account with the application.
If the user does not have an account, they will not be able
to access the application. The user will be presented a
form with user details such as ‘user name’, ‘e-mail’ and
‘password’ to fill in. Once all fields have been completed
the user will be allowed to press the register button to
register a new account. There is an option for existing
users to sign in to their account and also two buttons to
register via social media (Twitter and Facebook). Figure 1
represents the Register page.
Figure 27 - Register details page

Figure 28 - Register splash page

2.6.2 Login
The user will have the option to log in once the application
has started. The menu asks for email and password. Figure
28 represents this screen, there is also an option to login
with Social media the Google account button allowing an
automatic sign in flow for registered Gmail users as seen
in Figure 27

Figure 29 – email sign in page

2.6.3 Main Screen
The main menu will welcome the user with their
registered user name and will display to the user match
invite confirm fragment if they are added to one. The
display will show details of the next upcoming match with
time, date etc shown. Any user invited to play a match
will be prompted to respond to the invite as shown in
Figure 30. The user will have the option to edit matches
from the button below which will bring them to the ‘My
Match Details” screen.

Figure 30 - Match invite on welcome
screen

2.6.4 Match Management
If the user selects the edit match button the system will
bring them to the Match Management menu screen. The
user can edit details of an existing match by using the
menu and can also create a new match where they will
input the same details. If the user wishes to add
participants, they choose the edit players button which
will bring them to a new screen. The current player count
is also represented on this screen
Match Management is represented in Figure 30

Figure 31 - Match details

2.6.5 Edit Players
The edit players screen is presented to the user when the
edit participants button is pressed. This screen allows the
user to edit existing participants or add new participants.
The application validates the information before
submitting the changes to the database. This screen also
acts as a visual aid to see which players have confirmed
their attendance. In this case we can see that 9 players are
invited but only one has confirmed their attendance.
Edit players is represented in Figure 31

Figure 32 – Edit Players

2.7 Evaluation
Below I will outline the steps take to provide a heuristic evaluation of the entire
application. This evaluation is needed to ensure that there are not any oversights
in the systems interface that may lead to some confusion for the user. This is an
important step to undertake before going Live as when you are in the
development process and become so involved with developing and designing an
application something that may seem obvious to the developer may not be
obvious to the end user. I used the same group of users from the UAT test group
to provide feedback on the heuristics of Squad.
Using the Heuristic guidelines, it is necessary to ensure that your application
passes on the following criteria.


Visibility of system status
o The user should at all times know where they are in the system and
the interface should reflect this.
o The GUI for Squad clearly labels the name of the page that the user
is on and none of the users at any time were confused as where
they were or where to go in the application.



Match between system and real world
o System should use real world language the user will understand, no
jargon
o There is not a lot of reading to be done with the application and any
areas with text is clear and concise with users reporting this.



Consistency and standards
o There should be a consistency with situations and languages and
interface to avoid confusion
o Users reported that the GUI was very consistent through out



Error prevention
o Errors should be prevented where possible, and handled with an
error message when not. Users should not experience a crash with
no explanation.
o As mentioned in the UAT testing there was one once off crash but
all other errors observed are either avoided or handled with a
message to the user.



Recognition rather than recall

o All options, actions and objects should be visible to the users. The
users should not have to remember where a button is hidden to
access it for example.
o This has been covered in Squad with all menu items very clearly
marked and their use clear to the user


Aesthetic and minimalist design
o Extraneous information is a distraction and a slow down
o Squad’s minimalist design and lack of distraction allow for a smooth
user experience. The user is provided with just the information they
need for the app to work for them and any first time users have
shown that the intention for all menu items on the app is obvious
without the need for labels.

3 Conclusions
This report outlines the process and technologies used to develop a fully
operational application for user and group management of sporting events with
friends – Squad. I have shown how the application was developed, the
technologies used and practices put in place to ensure its success. I found this to
be a very challenging endeavour and I learned a lot about Software development
from start to finish and what it takes to build a fully functioning application. I
learned many new technologies along the way and I have pushed the envelope
in terms of implementing the latest technology by using NoSQL databases in the
form of the Firebase system and the latest Android techniques.
There were many hurdles along the way, I got stuck very early on in the
development process and could not progress with the application for a number of
weeks as I needed to achieve this one area of the app in order for the rest of it to
function. This set me back a number of weeks but it was a major milestone when
I overcame it and it gave me the confidence to push on and complete the
application.
Learning how to develop complex Android systems with equally complex
databases that needed to be synched for a variety of scenarios in order to
maintain consistency in the app posed a major challenge and pushed my abilities
right to the end. I feel I have learned a lot of good programming skills from
developing this app and while using Android / Java to develop the app was a
major challenge as I had little to not experience with developing in Android I am
happy I did now as it is more rewarding than if I chose a simpler route to take.

4 Further development
Future development for the application would be to build a supporting web
application for non-Android users and eventually develop a version for iPhone
users so as to have full market coverage.
An in built booking system could be integrated into the app to provide the facility
to book pitches at the sport complex.
I plan to continue development of the application with the view to meeting these
goals and also to approach some gyms and sport complexes about rolling the
application out to their users.

5 Appendix
5.1 Project Proposal
5.1.1 Objectives
The main objective for this project are to provide an easy to use mobile and web
application to end users that eases the organization of sports events amongst friends.
The application will be a mobile first application and will aim to solve a common
problem when trying to organise team based sporting events and will be mainly focused
in the domain of Five a side football as a starting point. The reason for this being that
five a side footballs huge popularity it makes for a logical starting point for the
application’s user base.
Users will sign up to the application in order to make the organization of matches easier
from both the side of the people playing and the people who run the pitches that are
used.
Owners/ managers of gyms and football clubs offering the facilities will sign up to the
application and will publish their timetables for the pitches through an easy to use
interface. This booking system will update dynamically once teams (“Squads”) have
booked an available time slot, stopping anyone else from double booking.
The booking interface will be accessible to the group’s captain once they have also
signed up, joined Squads and nominated a captain. The captain will be the main point of
contact with the pitch owners for organising times, payment etc. and is responsible for
their group.
Another main feature is player management within squads, once you have a squad of
your main 10 – 14 regular players you can nominate additional substitutes. If a player
from within your main playing base cannot make it to the match on a particular day they
can “Sub” themselves out. The application will then send a push notification to the
substitutes and they one of them can nominate themselves to play if they are available.

Although initially focused on five a side football the application can be used to organise
any number of events e.g. Tag rugby, Badminton etc. Basically any sporting events
between friends where you need to meet up and play but sometimes there
The application will provide a secure login and sign up, utilizing sign in features through
social media and interaction with social media e.g. Tweet about this game etc.
Push notifications and consistent but dynamic information will be a priority and it must
display consistent information on all user’s devices.

5.1.2 Background
The idea for this application came to me when I noticed a common problem when trying
to organise five a side football matches with friends. Every day thousands of people
across the country have pitches booked to play on a regular or once off basis. They have
their players ready and looking forward to a game with friends but at the last minute
somebody drops out because they have to work late or some other reason. This can
lead to a logistical problem for the person who is organising the game, people are
depending on him/ her to ensure the numbers are there for the weekly match. Emails
and texts are sent out to try and find a replacement but the they are busy with their
own life and don’t have the time to find a new player.
This problem is nobody’s fault but can cause a lot hassle if you are the one organising
the match. A simple fact is that life events get in the way and people will drop out on a
very regular basis.
Squad aims to provide a solution to this problem, making it easier to find replacements
when the inevitable happens and taking some of the micromanagement out of the
equation. The application will notify users and add replacements onto the roster once
they have nominated themselves in.
Giving users the ability to book pitches and timeslots without calling the pitch owners or
face to face interaction with them is another selling point of the application. The easy to

use booking system allows for this feature and makes life easier for both the players and
the manager of the pitches.
Other features will allow mini leagues or cups to be organized between other Squads.
With the number of people playing Five a side football and other sports amongst friends
on a casual basis there is great opportunity for an organization application such as
Squad to become very popular. There are some applications that offer some of the
features but none offer the whole package. Some attempts to solve the problem of
people dropping out are the ‘LateCallUp’ Twitter page.
This does not offer the ease of use for players and gyms/ sports complexes with all the
features that Squad offers.
The plan for this application on roll out would be to approach local sports complexes
and encourage them and their users to adopt Squad as a system for booking their
pitches. This would be attractive to them for the ease of use and it would set them apart
from the others in the eyes of the player.

5.1.3 Technical Approach
The project will be built in an iterative and incremental development approach along
the lines of the Agile framework. The reason for this being that when designing and
developing this project I will be learning many new technologies and concepts and it will
be difficult to plan in advance for many scenarios and using this model will allow for
some flexibility. Developing in this iterative manner will allow me to add and test new
parts of the system bit by bit. This will mean that any problems that may be found in
development can be solved early without too much of a detrimental effect on the
system build as a whole.
There is much to learn on this project so the bulk of my research has been on the
technologies I plan to use but I feel I am up to the task and have a good grounding in the
technologies needed. I have started the process of learning how to build React Native
applications through online courses and researching the React documentation.

Requirements capture will involve speaking to potential end users and asking them their
opinions on what are must haves and other desirable features for the application. In
addition to this measurable goals will involve a brainstorming session and continually
asking why until the applications purpose is discovered. Using this methodology, I will
discover these functional requirements and through the building of the application in an
iterative manner I will optimize the non-functional requirements such as reliability,
speed and ease of use.
Use case diagrams will be made for the major use cases as we as a UML diagrams/ Entity
Relationship diagrams in the planning stage to help visualize and understand what is
required from each of the distinct parts of the system and how they relate to each other
functionally.
Once the planning stage is completed development will begin based on the iterative and
incremental model mentioned above.

5.1.4 Technical Details
Implementation language and principal libraries
The application will be built a combination of technologies mainly comprising of a
JavaScript Framework- React Native for the View portion of the application, which
allows for UI rich native applications. Using React, JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3 among
others you can develop an application that runs as well as the language it runs on i.e.
Java on Android but is more flexible. Applications made in React run much better than
an application built using a Cordova system which makes calls to APIs, React Native
provides an app that runs as well as any natively built app.
React is heavily supported by the likes of Facebook and Instagram and is a proven
technology in mobile applications and web applications. The modular nature of React
Native will also fit well with the iterative approach I am taking.

Other technologies used in conjunction with React Native are; Mongo DB and Node to
handle the server and database side of the application. All are technologies that are very
friendly from the development point of view with JavaScript/ JSON.
Nightwatch JS will be used for automated systems testing.

5.1.5 Evaluation
Describe how you will evaluate the system with real technical data using system tests,
integration tests etc. In addition, where possible describe how you will evaluate the
system with an end user.
To evaluate the project I will use isolated systems and unit testing as well as real world
testing. I will get some volunteers to download and use the application and form a
Squad, with me acting as an administrator of a pitch. I will provide timetable
information and allow user to book via the app, Members of the squad will add
themselves in and nominate players as subs, then swap in and out. Users will be allowed
to perform general testing on the application at various stages.
Testing will also be performed based on the Use cases from start to finish and some
automated systems testing will be performed using Nightwatch.js testing framework.

5.2 Project Plan

Task

Start Date

Duration

End Date

Project idea

24/09/2016 10

04/10/2016

Proposal Document

04/10/2016 17

21/10/2016

Use Cases & UML

21/10/2016 7

28/10/2016

Requirements Specification

28/10/2016 14

11/11/2016

Prototype

28/10/2016 35

02/12/2016

Mid Point Presentation

02/12/2016 14

16/12/2016

Lay out & UI design

16/12/2016 22

07/01/2017

Database prototype

07/01/2017 14

21/01/2017

Login system

21/01/2017 9

30/01/2017

Booking system

31/01/2017 10

10/02/2017

Group users

10/02/2017 11

21/02/2017

Server functionality

21/02/2017 7

28/02/2017

Push notifications

01/03/2017 9

10/03/2017

Full functionality

10/03/2017 17

27/03/2017

Showcase Preparation

21/03/2017 11

01/04/2017

Testing

10/03/2017 22

01/04/2017

Final Report

01/04/2017 29

30/04/2017

Final Presentation Preparation

21/04/2017 10

01/05/2017

5.3 Monthly Journals
Month: September ‘16
21/09/2016
We had our first Software project class with Eamon last night and he outlined what is
expected of us for the project, looks like we have as tight a schedule as I thought (maybe
tighter) as we need to have our proposal done by 7th October. I haven't got a definite
idea for the project yet but have a few ideas that I need to research more and flesh out
in general to see if they are big enough in scope and that I am capable of under taking
them.
22/09/2016
After work I spent the evening brainstorming ideas for the project, I have a fair few
ideas a lot are not very original or unique. I have narrowed down on a few and need to
expand on these and see which are the best potential candidates.
27/09/2016
Following much brainstorming I have come up with an idea that i feel will be a good fit
for my Final year project. As the lecturers have suggested I have kept it relatively simple
and attempted to play to my strengths while doing something that I feel will be
interesting to me and worthwhile.

Squad will be an application primarily to manage 5 & 7 a side football matches, basically
to make it easier when the scenario arises that someone drops out of a match. The
application will send a notification to the nominated back up players and they will sub
themselves in. It will also handle time tables of available pitches and allow the user to
create mini leagues & cups etc.
Now I just need to prepare it for the presentation to the judging panel to get approval.
30/09/2016
After work today I spent an hour sitting down and trying to write down the workflows
involved for my application and just what would be involved. Looks like it could become
a bit of a beast which is making me second guess my choice! With the level of the
workload we already have I am not sure if I am to completing this project to a standard.
I would be happy with.
Especially if I take into account that the technologies I have been looking at (React
Native / MongoDB/ Node). I have done a little bit with React but nothing on the scale of
what I am planning with this application. It would require a lot of hard work to learn a
new technology along the way but on the other hand it may be the best way to learn
new languages, to try and build something with it.
Achievements
This month, I was able to come up with a general plan on the project, including what the
project will be, what it will be built with. I got it through the approval process and have
fleshed out some initial ideas and have an idea of what is involved in building it. I just
hope it is not too much with our considerable workload from other subjects.
Intended Changes
Next month, I will try to get the project proposal completed and further plan and
manage the paperwork for the project. Further research in to React Native and Node is
needed to see if this is the best set of technologies to use to complete the project for
me, I am unsure on it as I would be learning a lot of it as I go along which may be time
consuming. I need to also come up with a time line to give me an idea of when I should
be hitting certain targets.
Month: October
04/10/2016

Pitch project day, I spent a couple hours preparing my slides and my pitch for the
judging panel. I am up last which gives me some extra time…also means I will miss the
beginning of our AI class but no big deal as long as I get accepted. Although Eamon tells
us that the lectures projects are of quite a high standard so it may not be too bad either
way. I am going in with a pretty relaxed attitude anyway. Not sure if that will work for
me or against me!
07/10/2016
My project idea has been accepted so happy days on that front. I have been very busy
the last few days, but my project has been accepted, all I have to do now is build it. I was
researching and planning more on my final year project and there is a lot of work to be
done. I still have not settled on what technologies I will use but I am still leaning towards
the MERN stack (Mongo, Ember, React, Node) as I am comfortable with JavaScript and
have used a little bit of React in the past, albeit not React Native which is the direction I
would go for the app. But judging from my research it seems that they are very similar,
and if you know one you know (or can learn very quickly) the other.
14/10/2016
I've begun work on my project proposal document, it’s actually a quite useful process
that makes me think about the various tasks that lie ahead of as well as helping in the
planning stage. We are extremely busy in college the last week and next, next week we
have 2 deliverables, and 2 CAs which doesn't leave a lot of time for anything else. I am
actually going to have to give classes a miss this week in order to get everything done.
21/10/2016
This week I finished the project proposal document and submitted it, I found the
hardest part of this document was putting together a Gantt chart and planning the
deliverable dates. Although it was a bit of a pain between this and putting together the
technical approach it helped me cement in my mind more how the project is going to be
built. The workload is making me feel a bit anxious especially as I have mentioned that I
have to learn a new framework while building it. I emailed my project supervisor Padraig
De Burca today. I know he is very good with the diagrams and planning stage of
software engineering so I am hoping to get some useful tips for the next document the
Requirements Specification.
28/10/2016
I have been mostly working on the requirements document, I have not got really stuck
into the meat of it just yet but the template alone is 15 pages nearly. I have not heard

back from Padraig about meeting up but he would be useful on this. Reading week is
coming up this week so I am planning to get really into it then. We have a number of
other assignment and projects that I need to prepare for so it is going to be a busy time
over reading week.

My Achievements
This month, I was able to finish my project proposal and get a start on the project
requirements document.
My Reflection
I felt, it worked well to get the project proposal and plan done.
However, I was not successful in getting a meeting with my supervisor and getting
started on the prototype.
Intended Changes
Next month, I will try to get a meeting with my supervisor
I realized that I need to get a start on my prototype and start learning the technologies I
will be using to build the application.
Month: November
03/11/2016
I have begun research and started planning out y requirements spec document this
week, looks like it will be a huge undertaking to get this finished to a high standard but
there are a lot of marks going for it so it is worth it i think. I am going to try and get most
of it done during my lunch breaks in work so it will hopefully minimize impact on other
modules that I need to work on.
11/11/2016
I had my first meeting with my project supervisor Padraig De Burca last night, it was
definitely productive and he gave some good insights in aspects of the project I may
have overlooked. He has given me one problem though, he brought up the fact that
what the app achieves could be achieved with a WhatsApp group. This is a bit of a
spanner in the works for my idea in terms of originality and I fear it may go against me. I
was determined to keep the application as simple as possible but I may have to expand
upon it and add a booking system aspect so it stands out more and has more

functionality. I will have to research this more and I am just hoping it just means the
scope of the project doesn’t get too big for me to handle. It will also mean I will have to
revise my Project Requirements document again which is a real pain, I thought I was
done with it. It was a real slog to get through it all as well.
Other than all this just the usual pressure from modules, it seems sometimes with the
amount of time they suggest spending on their subject that they think we are studying
them in isolation.
I would definitely question the College's decision to change the idea that fourth year for
part time students should be completed over 2 semesters and not 3 like previous years.
18/11/2016
The requirements spec document was due today, after much work and 5000 words it is
finally done. I am a little bit fed up of all the paper work involved now and just want to
get started in the coding. I added new functionality in the spec document as per Padraig
and hopefully this will make it a more viable project now. I sent it onto him to get his
opinion and to set up another meeting but no reply as of yet.
25/11/2016
So this was an interesting week to say the least outside of college, unfortunately I got
knocked off of my bicycle by a car and have ended up with a broken wrist and sprained
shoulder. I have to make some hospital visits and physio visits and can only type with
one hand for the for seeable future which is going to make the assignments and coding
quite a bit slower. On the plus side i have gotten a bit of time off work s it will allow me
more time to slowly chip away at some of the assignments and project work.
We have our second CA in Android development tomorrow and i have been doing quite
a bit of work with it, I’ve taken to it quite well so I am considering doing my prototype
and main project using Android. It will mean I will have to update some of the
documentation but this is a small price to pay, it makes more sense to use Android now
that I am familiar with it than learn a brand new programming language. I am going to
run this by my project supervisor and see what he thinks once we arrange a time to
meet.
30/11/2016
I am falling behind on work as I have been instructed by the doctor to not use my left
hand for typing, starting to get a bit stressed out. I don’t think this semester is going to
end well grade wise unfortunately, struggling to keep my head above the water.
i have managed to get started on the project prototype and have been using a ‘Material
Design’ menu system on Android studio. We have not covered anything like this in class
and i thought it was going well but have now hit a bit of a road block with it. Using
intents seems to behave differently from what we have been taught so far. I am going to
ask for help from our Android lecturer the next class we are in and hopefully he can
point me in the right direction.
I have just emailed Padraig again about another meeting and will hopefully get time
with him so i can get a better idea of what is expected in the prototype.

My Achievements
This month, I was able to get my prototype started.
My contributions to the projects included getting started on the prototype and more
paperwork and reports.

My Reflection
I felt, it worked well to change over to Android to program the project, and I am happy
to have made a start
Month: December 2016
My Achievements
This month, I was able to complete my prototype and make strides to developing the
beginnings of the functionality of my project.
My contributions to the projects included the prototype and interface

07/12/2016
I have been working on my projects this week but finding it quite hard with just the one
hand to type with, at last I got some time off work otherwise I don't think I would be
able to keep my head above water at all. I'm already falling behind in a couple of
modules like AI and Data Application Design. I have managed to keep up some work
with my main project but I have neglected it recently in order to study and meet
deadlines for other subjects. I am aiming to get material design working for my main
prototype and will continue to work towards this. I have a base menu system done that I
followed from a tutorial, it took a lot of work but it looks really professional and well
done.

14/12/2016
This week I have been working on getting the prototype ready for the demonstration on
the 19th. It's coming together okay but I am struggling with some parts like getting the
screens interacting consistently. It's worth a bit to get this right and feeling the pressure
with everything else due ( as usual)
I met with my project mentor this week and he guided me towards what major points I
should be hitting in the presentation and prototype. He actually said to not focus so
much on the prototype as it is only worth 20% of the presentation. I am glad to have
spoken to him about this as I may have been putting too much emphasis on it.

21/12/2016
Prototype presentation went very well and even though I got a bit nervous and skipped
over some of the stuff I wanted to speak about but I think I gave a good account of the
project and it’s potential. The lecturers both seemed happy with the progress and
direction I was taking and seemed to both really like the project idea. I got some
feedback regarding it being an Android only project at the moment but I didn’t really
consider this to be anything beyond a college project to show my competencies as a
coder as opposed to the potential to sell it on. Which I still think it has despite not
having an IOS version. We are on Christmas break as of 23rd and I will submitting the
last of my projects of the semester on that day and not looking at anything until the new
year when I have to study for the exams

Supervisor Meetings

Date of Meeting: 15/12/16

Items discussed: Prototype and presentation
Action Items :Focus more on the presentation and not so much on the prototype,
outlined items to hit in presentation.

Month: January
My Achievements
This month, was less productive than others, between studying for the exams and
needing a bit of a break after an extremely hectic first semester. I did a couple of
tutorials on some concepts I need to learn to complete my project; login authentication,
Firebase database. I got though most of these tutorials on Udacity and felt I learned a lot
from them but need to go back and learn more. I am a little worried at the level of work
that needs to be done, and more so the amount I need to learn in order to finish the
project. I have been looking at revising my project plan and will need to complete tasks
as they come on a week by week basis.

My Reflection
It was good to take some time out from the project and all the work in general and will
go back into semester 2 with a productive mind frame.

Month: February 2017
06/02/2017
This week I started back properly after the New Year break working on my project, I
have researched and know what frameworks and tools I need to complete my Android
project. This week was mainly doing the initial set up of the project in Android studio,
setting up the XML files for displaying everything on screen. I have kept the design a
more basic version of what I plan on finally plan on implementing as all the logic will be

the same and I think it is better to get the basic functionality working and then focus on
the aesthetics. I have set up all most of the Java files and am ready to start getting into
it. My first step is to get the NoSQL Firebase database setup as well as Authentication
(Login etc) , I have been following some tutorials and am ready to apply them to my own
app.

13/02/2017
I have the authentication working with Google sign in and email, it was a bit more of a
struggle than I anticipated to get it setup. Firebase is great when it is working as it
should be but there is a large number of dependencies and files that are needed for it to
work, I had some errors and being new to the whole thing it took a while to work out
the issues. It seems to be working now after much trial and error. I have a meeting with
my project supervisor this week so will hopefully get some advice that I am on the right
track.

27/02/2017
Meeting with my supervisor went ok, its good to check in and get some external
feedback. He said I am on the right track and we have arranged another meeting for 2
weeks’ time. I feel maybe I am not making as much progress as I need to be. It has been
slow going, I have the guts of the database now set up but with Firebase I need to
explicitly set up a user’s "table" in the Realtime database in order to access users details.
I am currently working on this but have found that the documentation from Firebase is
not up to date in this area.

01/03/2017
I have been struggling a lot with getting the multiple writes of my User and Group object
at the same time on one button press. I need to get this going for the rest of application

to function correctly. From my reading I cannot see any way of doing the app without
this functionality. This is the skeleton of the whole thing. In the meantime I have been
doing more tutorials and work with Android and Firebase through Pluralsight and
Udacity

10/03/2017
Just had a meeting with Padraig yesterday and outlined my concerns with getting the
app finished. I am still stuck on this fundamental part and cannot see a way passed it.
There does not seem to be any information online anywhere. Either on the docs for
Firebase or anywhere else

25/03/2017
Had a meeting with my supervisor a few days ago and he suggested I simplify the
application slightly if I am still having issues with getting it done. I think this may be a
good idea and I discussed disposing of the booking system as a start. I am still worried
though as I cannot get this one part working to get the synchronous writes to the
database.
I was also made redundant from work and they are trying not to give me a severance
package so outside of the app I have other issues to contend with. I will have to find a
new job and try get the money from my old company. Padraig said this would be our
last meeting.

05/04/2017
I have not had much of a chance to look at the app this week, I have been trying to sort
out my redundancy, dole and a new job. The Workplace relations committee says I
should have a case to get a severance package.

12/04/2017
Back on the app and still little to no progress made, I have had other college
commitments to get finished so haven’t had a chance to look much at it. Very concerned
now as I only have a few weeks left.
24/04/2017
Finally cracked the issue with multiple writes to the database, it was not in the
documentation for Android but I found it in the JavaScript one. I wish that I had looked
here earlier. Now to crack on and get the rest done, even though I cracked this I have a
lot more work to do.

01/05/2017
Made a lot of progress on the app today, have the guts of the player management done.
It was very complex getting the data synch correctly across all devices, and I have had
to do this multiple times . Seems every time I think I am nearly finished I find more
scenarios not covered.

07/05/2017
Phew, the app is finished and just in the nick of time, I gave a build to a group of lads
playing five a side at my gym to use to organise their match tomorrow and will see what
they come back with. I gave them a quick UAT testing page to give me feedback. Now to
complete the document.
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